
Liner Notes for Walkin’ Out the Door

Recordings always carry the marks of their circumstances with them: a time, a place,
a group of people, an energy, a vibe.

This recording certainly comes out of a particular set of circumstances. Back Up &
Push played its first show together in early 2020 - just in time for a global pandemic
to turn everything upside down. The music world was instantly changed. Gigs - poof!
All gone. The summer of performing we had hoped for disappeared, but there was
still one thing we could do: try to make an album.

We didn’t want to record in a studio for a few reasons. First, we wanted to be as safe
as we possibly could with the pandemic happening, so we chose to record outside.
Additionally, recording together was a bit of an unknown since we had only played
all of one show before the world came to a halt. Could we be tight enough to record
an entire album? We didn’t know but we decided to give it a try. Thanks to gracious
friends with a covered porch in a quiet farm valley, and thanks to AJ’s work learning
about recording equipment, after two weekends we walked away with this collection
of tunes and songs we are calling Walkin’ Out the Door.

A Note On The Recording Process:

This was recorded by fiddler AJ Srubas as his first full length/full band recording
project, and the learning curve was definitely not made any easier by it taking place
on the front porch of a farmhouse, utilizing a host of unorthodox recording
equipment such as moving blankets and ladders, requiring the timing of takes
between tractors going by, and worrying about if the mics would pick up the
ambient sounds of crickets and chickens. Although the mixing process was a lot (A
LOT) of retrospective learning for AJ, figuring it out as he went because he had to, we
think he did a wonderful job, and think it’s perfect just how it is.

We are also grateful for excellent mastering by Tom Herbers.
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Track List

1. Do You Ever Dream Of Me

This track was in the first batch of original songs that Michael sent to the rest
of the band, and it was the first that everyone agreed should go on the album.
Rina couldn’t figure out why the “Lonesome Hodag cries” was in here, but
that’s only because she had never heard an owl called a “hoot owl.” David has
had his banjo solos for this song worked up for two years, and is very excited
for other people to hear them.

2. Hard Times

David brought this to the band, maybe his favorite yet most dreaded banjo
tune. No version of this piece of Ralph Stanley wildness is ever the same.
Michael has a weird guitar run in here somewhere. The fact that we ever got a
decent recording of it down is a minor miracle.

3. Walking Out the Door

This title track original of Michael’s almost didn’t get recorded! Thankfully, Rina
argued for it successfully, and it’s already becoming a crowd favorite. Michael
hopes he writes a bunch more “songs this lonesome,” but is a little nervous
about all the personal angst that doing so might require.

4. Grassy Fiddle Blues

This Kenny Baker tune was one of the first Baker tunes AJ ever learned, and he
plays it great here. Listen to those intervals!

5. Barbara Allen (Babs)

This song is hard. Old ballads tend to have lots of words, and when you’re
singing three-part harmony all the way through, well, let’s just say we
recorded so many takes of this one that it literally drove AJ up a tree. We’ll
release the Cajun/rockabilly version of this song one of these days.

6. Playing the Fool

Michael wrote this song hoping to get a sponsorship from Case Beer. If
anyone has any contacts with the company please let us know. Unfortunately,
he can never remember all the lyrics, particularly the line “I know all the lines.”
It’s his first time every time. This is a song in the classic honky-tonk,
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heartbreak, beer-drinking tradition, with an extended metaphor included at
no extra charge to the listener.

7. Hollow Poplar

AJ has been playing this tune a long time, and this is the latest (bluegrass)
iteration. The studious listener will hear a live-only Earl Scruggs lick that David
does at the end. You may be interested to know that this was the only track on
the album recorded after dark.

8. Changing the Words (To My Love Song of You)

Rina brought this song to the band after hearing it from fiddler Otis Burris.
She really liked it and wanted to sing the harmony part. So she does. Michael
still can’t wrap his head around the “cabin of dreams in my heart” metaphor in
the final verse. “I could never again live in the cabin of dreams that I built in
my heart that is empty now that you’re gone.” Trippy…

9. Harbor of Love

None of us can remember how we started singing this song, so it must have
been divine inspiration. We all come very different places in respect to our
spirituality (or lack thereof, AJ makes sure to add), but we all love to listen to
and sing sacred music. There’s just something special about it.

10. Keep On Going

Red Allen was one of the first bluegrass artists that AJ got into - he says Scotty
Stoneman is like fiddle crack. Michael has been singing Red Allen stuff ever
since he can remember, and so we worked up this song. Everything about it is
gritty: the playing, the singing, the lyrics. It’s badass barroom bluegrass at it’s
finest. A word for the wise to remember: “you are old enough to know that a
man’s no One-Eyed Joe.”
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